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INTRODUCTION 
This document descries the best practices regarding the first use of Safetica, it’s configuration and step-by-step 

features implementation. This document will also describe in detail which feature we recommend to enable 

chronologically to meet your security requirements, leading you trough the simple features before advanced DLP 

settings take place.  

 

DOWNLOADING SAFETICA 
The latest version of Safetica is always available at: http://downloads.safetica.com/partner/safetica_setup  

Please download the installation file to the computer that will be used as Safetica Server. The typical system 

requirements are listed here: 

https://support.safetica.com/index.php?/Knowledgebase/Article/View/158/82/safetica-system-requirements 

  

CONFIGURATION PROCESS 
Best practice with Safetica is to configure it step-by-step with quick win restrictions in the first place leading to 

the advanced DLP configuration at the end of the process.  

The process should start with security audit provided by Auditor feature finalized with Security Analysis created 

from logged data. This phase called Proof of Concept (POC) should be 2-4 weeks long and will provide you with 

an overview of “what’s going on in your environment”. You can find more information here. 

Process then should continue with quick win restrictions handled by Supervisor’s Web control, Application 

control or Print control and basic DLP features – Device Control, Disk Guard and BitLocker encryption. This part 

of the procees should continue using the first step’s results mentioned in Security Analysis to easily cut off data 

leak channels, encrypt local or external drives quickly or to increase users’ productivity by restricting 

unproductive web pages or applications. With these feature you will be able to secure you environment quickly 

even before applying advanced DLP rules.  

DLP itself should be considered as the final step of environment security. Quick win restrictions should provide 

you with necessary time needed to proper DLP configuration which can replace basic settings later.  

All mentioned features are described in detail in next chapters of this document.   

mailto:support@safeticausa.com
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FIRST SAFETICA  CONFIGURATION 
When you launch Safetica for the first time, you will be presented with a 7-step wizard that takes you through 

the first steps of deployment. Click Continue to move to the next step.  

First six steps are described in the Installation manual. The most important step for you is the last one called 

Configuration. 

In this step you can set the first settings in Safetica, starting with Basic and Advanced Auditor (monitoring) 

feature followed by Basic and Advanced Superisor features (restrictions settings), basic DLP (e.g. Device control) 

and Alerts.  

 

Our best recommendations are included there, you can see the categories and channels described for all 

features. Feel free to enable all basic settings if they meet your reqests and do not hesitate to enable Advanced 

Auditor as well, it will automatically enable features in respective settings.  

Be aware that if you enable the Supervisor or DLP features, it will take affect immediately and user will be 

restricted from using listed categories or devices.  
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AUDITOR 

Functions settings 

Click the Auditor button at the top of the Safetica screen to open this module. The tab Functions settings allows 

you to enable, disable and fine-tune the Auditor features. Some of the tabs have Advanced settings you can use 

to specify your needs, e.g. under Files you can enable also local file operations and / or specify file extension you 

would like to monitor. If you use wizard from previous chapter you will see your chosen features enabled here 

already. 

We highly recommend to use extension list to specify extension when Local file operations are enabled. It will 

ensure that you will track only necessary files you are interested in and Auditor won’t be logging system files 

operations. 

 

 

Other tabs 

All other tabs (Applications, Devices, Web sites etc.) give you access to the logged data from Safetica clients. You 

can track users’ activity there, you can see file operations etc. according to your previous settings.  

We recommend trying different things in this view to discover all the ways you can interact with the Charts and 

Records. You can add or cancle charts as well as table columns, you can filter the shown information by clicking 

in the Charts or by adding strings in the Records table or you can agregade records in the table by chosen 

column.  
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SUPERVISOR 

Use the Supervisor button to open the retrictions interface. This is the place where you can set Web control, 

Application control or Print control features.  

 

As you could noticed in the post-installation wizard you can start restricting users with recommended categories. 

These can be enabled manually in respective settings of Supervisor. For example by restricting File hosting, Proxy 

web and Web mails web categories and File sharing, File synchronization and IM and VoIP software application 

categories you can quickly reduce the risk of data leak using these channels.  

 

Web Control 

Web control is used to block users from accessing web pages, web categories or IP addresses or their 

combination. Multiple items can be added to one rule. You can use either Allow list – everything except allowed 

will be denied - or Deny list (recommended) – only this list will be denied.  

You can follow post-installation wizard recommendation and block at least basic web sites such as Games, Illegal, 

Malware, Pornography and Proxy webs. With these you will protect users and your environment of accessing 

dangerous servers which could harm your devices or network. Users’ daily work should not be affected by this 

settings. You can skip the settings in the wizard and set restrictions manualy only for chosen categories or web 

sites later. 

 

Advanced Web cotrol categories should be enabled only after ensuring that no web pages needed for users’ work 

would be blocked. We recommend to restrict at least File hosting and Web mails to cut the access of possible 

data leak channels and Leisure, News and Sport to increase productivity. Be aware that in Web mails category 

even the OWA could be present so in this case recategorize the specific web page to allowed category (e.g. 

Internal or Business). Social networks might be tricky as some of the departments can use it for work related 

operations. Please proceed carefully.  

Web categories are pre-defined by default and saved in Safetica Category database. They are divided according 

to their use, but feel free to recategorize them according your needs if there is a web page you would like to 

exclude from restricted category. Some webs may have unknown category, you can categorize them later.  

mailto:support@safeticausa.com
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Application control 

Application control is used to block users from accessing blocked applications or whole applicaton categories. 

Only one item can be added to one rule. You can use either Allow list – everything except allowed will be denied 

- or Deny list (recommended) – only this list will be denied. You can bloked applications on external devices, too. 

In application control you can decied whether the application will be blocked 24/7 or if you choose the time 

interval for working hours only.  

You can follow post-installation wizard recommendation as well and block at least basic applications categories 

such as File sharing (torrents etc.), Keylogger, Games and Alternative browsers. With these you will protect users 

and your environment of accessing dangerous servers which could harm your devices or network. Users’ daily 

work should not be affected by this settings. You can skip the settings in the wizard and set restrictions manualy 

only for chosen categories or application later.  

 

Advanced Application cotrol categories should be enabled only after ensuring that no applications needed for 

users’ work would be blocked. We recommend to restrict at least Files synchronization (cloud apps) category. Be 

aware that if users are using for example Dropbox to synchronize files with outter world you need to 

recategorize the specific application to allowed category (e.g. Internal). Screenshots capture and Virtualization 

software might be tricky as some of the departments can use it for work related operations. Please proceed 

carefully.  

Application categories are pre-defined by default and saved in Safetica Category database. They are divided 

according to their use, but feel free to recategorize them according your needs if there is a web page you would 

like to exclude from restricted category. Some webs may have unknown category, you can categorize them later.  
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Windows Store Applications (Metro applications) can be restricted too, for example using empty Allow list will 

prevent using all WSA. Be aware that on Windows 10 some regular apps such as Calcurator are actually WSA.  

 

Print control  

Print control is used to block users from printing on blocked printers or set print quotas. All network, local and 

virtual printers can be handled here. You can use either Allow list (recommended) – everything except allowed 

will be denied - or Deny list – only this list will be denied. List of printers is filled with deviced loaded from 

computers where Safetica Client is installed.  

Quotas can be set by number of pages and respective follow up action can be set – either the alert will be 

triggered and send to administrator or after the printing the user will be restricted from further printing. Quotas 

can be set for a day, a week or a month and quotas’ state can be shown.  
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BASIC DLP 
Before using DLP rules and policies above tagged data you can use simpler quick win “DLP without DLP” 

restrictions and settings as an advanced addition to Supervisor. Features like Device control, Disk guard or 

BitLocker encryption will easily secure you perimeter even without using DLP rules for files themselves. You can 

easily restrict users of using their external devices or cloud drives synchronized with theit Windows Explorer or 

you can simply encrypt local or external drives.  

Device Control 

Similar to Supervisor Device control provide you with the option to quickly restrict the access to different areas 

sych as USB, Windows Portable Devices, CDs/DVDs and similar (please see the picture below). When enabled it 

gives you the full power of deny the access completely, put in the testing mode, notify user only or allow it 

completely.  

On the top of that you can use Zones to define allowed perimeters and areas (like company approved encrypted 

flash drives only) and deny everything else. You can use multiple zones to set multiple rules for different sets of 

devices. Zones will always take the highest priority prior to default port settings.  

 

You can follow post-installation wizard recommendation as well and block at least basic areas such as cloud 

drives, unusual ports or set firewire and CD/DVD to read-only mode. With these you will protect users and your 

environment of accessing dangerous peripheries which can lead to data leak. Users’ daily work should not be 

affected by this settings if they don’t use these peripheries for work. You can skip the settings in the wizard and 

set restrictions manualy only for chosen categories or application later.  
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Disk guard 

With this feature you can easily control users’ access to local, network or cloud drives or paths. You can allow, 

block or set them to read-only mode depending on specific path, drive letter or cloud drive option.  

 

 

BitLocker disks and devices 

With BitLocker feature integrated in Safetica you are able to encrypt local drives in Encrypted disks or external 

devices in Encrypted devices. Both features are very intuitive and easy to use, both of them will be improved in 

one of the next versions so UI and features may slightly differ from current state.  

Bitlocker disks 

You can select a drive from the list of computers where BitLocker is available. Be aware that this feature might 

be blocked by global GPO policy by default in your environment so you might need to enable bitlocker in the 

network GPO settings. Once enabled, you can encrypt the drive with TPM method (of there is a TPM chip 

present on the motherboard), key, passphrase or combinations of them. Sometimes only some of them might be 

available depending again on the GPO settings or present technologies.  

mailto:support@safeticausa.com
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Bitlocker devices 

With this feature you can encrypt external devices and assign them to the users or computers from Safetica’s 

user tree. With this settings you can be in charge who can use the encrypted drives in the company and use 

them later for example in Device control’s Zones. You can assing it only to a specific user / computer, the group 

of them or to the whole user tree accorgin to the chosen entity. You can also export recovery passwords for 

already encrypted devices. Please see the features description for further details. 

Be aware that BL encrypted device can be right now used only in the environment using Safetica.  
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ALERTS 
For all previously mentioned sections of Safetica Alerts can be set. You can receive alerts in Safetica Console, by 

email notification or both and you can sent these to your SIEM / Syslog server.  

Alerts can be Informative (mainly for Auditor features), Security (for Supervisor and DLP features) or Maintenance 

(product functioning alerts). Security Incidents are meant only for WebSafetica only and will not appear in the 

Console neither they will be sent by email. Also you can choose which users you are going to be alerted about. 

We recommend to set all Maintenance Alerts to avoid e.g. overload of the database and Security Alerts at least 

for data sent by emails, USB data copying and data uploading to web to be notified when users are trying to break 

the Restrictive DLP rules or when they are moving data outside allowed Zones in Testing or Informative DLP rules.  

 

REPORTS 
Reports are meant to inform you automatically about all actions taken in your environment by sending you 

recorded logs from Safetica Clients. You can receive all types of logs from Auditor, Supervisor, DLP or Maintenance 

if logs are present for the feature (Visualization mode) and they are suitable especially for management who 

doesn’t like working with Safetica Console.  

Reports can be sent daily, weekly, monthly, once in a qurter or once in a half of a year. Also you can choose which 

users the report will be generated from and you can choose if a report would be generated within a specific time 

(or times, e.g. working hours) only or a time limitation won’t be considered. Report can be both send to email 

address(es) according to your settings or saved to the path.  
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